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• Different types & different intents
• Similar (serious) outcomes
• Strategies to combat fake news
Fighting Fake News
• What is fake news?
• Misinformation (regardless of intent)
• Scientific reports shared too quickly (so it looks like it has support of someone more reputable)
• Circular reporting
• B cites A, C cites B, D cites B & A without reading A, etc.
• Propaganda
• Deliberate government or media messages to perpetuate a specific idea
• The Missourian political cartoon depicting a white woman being mugged by a racist caricature of a 
black man commenting on defunding police
• Anti-Semitic (caricature of “physical identifiers”) posters & art exhibitions in Germany WWII
• Carrots improve eye-sight (WWII British cover up story for RADAR)
Fake News
• Clickbait
• Headline is misleading, or buries the lede
What is fake news?
• Undermining elections
• Salacious news begets salacious news
• Confidence in fairness of elections eroded
• Undermining public health efforts
• Does a mask help or hurt?
• Does lockdown violate civil liberties?
• But the stock market!
• Racist posts on social media lead to genocide in Myanmar
• Myanmar government impersonated pop culture personalities and posted for YEARS 
inciting violence and sowing hatred
• Racist memes turns into ethnic cleansing against the Rohingya
Fake News – Real Consequences
• Fire Hose technique of distribution
• Sowing seeds of chaos
• Distribute so much bad information that it erodes the sense of surety that folks, 
however gullible or cynical, may have had
Fake News
Fake News – What Can We Do?
• STOP
• Stop and think.
• Do you know the source of the information? Do you know the website it’s from?
• Do you know the reputation of that website?
• Getting overwhelmed with too much information? STOP.
• Regroup and
• Think about what you’re looking for:
• Veracity to repost?
• Source for a research paper?
• Read satire?
SIFT- STOP
• INVESTIGATE THE SOURCE
• Think about what you’re reading before you read it
• If you’re reading about the benefits of a product and the same site is trying to sell 
you the product, proceed with caution
• If a politician is proclaiming they support _________, proceed with caution
• Statement: “I support education!”
• Action: diverted funding away from public schools to build a new statue of themselves
• Reality: saying you support education sounds good to get you re-elected
SIFT – INVESTIGATE the source
• FIND BETTER OR DIFFERENT COVERAGE
• Does a different news agency cover this event/claim a different way?
• Is there journalistic spin?
• Are reputable news sources covering this?
• Does the account represent a consensus?
• What are other sources saying about this coverage?
SIFT – FIND better or different coverage
• TRACE BACK TO THE ORIGINAL 
SOURCE OR CONTEXT
• It is easy to take quotes, images, videos 
out of context
SIFT – TRACE back to the original source
Thanks!
